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ABSTRACT 

Malavsia is a countrv rich with histoncal build1nos most of which are part of the nat1onal heritaoe 
However, many of such buildinos that are located across the countrv have been ionored 1n recent 
vears. Realiz1nq the importance and potential of such buildmqs towards the countrv's qrowth, these 
build l~s have been renovated and adapted to be reused again For a wide range of Functions. 
particularly in the vcinity of Kuala Lumpur Generally most of these restored historic buildinqs have 
been converted into museums. business premises, off1ces. restaurants, residential houses or even for 
public use. This paper a1ms to identify and focus on a few of the historcal build1nos 1n Kuala Lumpur 
which have been adapted to be converted 1nto museums. Apart from beinq a source of reference and 
leamm. the uniqueness of the Museum architecture serves as a symbol of the historical ident1tv of 
Kuala Lumpur that could draw the attention of tourists Furthermore, th1s paper aims to elevate the 
importance of historical buildings in developing the country's potential in tounsm through the promotion 
of heritage tourism 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a former country of imperialist colonies, Malaysia has a number of 
historical remains which can be obviously seen through the town's physical 
structures. One of the historical towns is Kuala Lumpur. Kuala Lumpur, which means 
'Muddy Confluence' in English, was formed in the 19th century from the intersection 
of the two mineral rich rivers, Sungai Gombak and Sungai Klang. Located at this 
"golden triangle", the formation of Kuala Lumpur(KL) begins with the mining 
industry. The magnificent era of ttle mining industry in Kuala Lumpur has changed 
this muddy mining village into a prosperous capital in ttle region at that time. The 
rapid growth of this mining city has also transformed Kuala Lumpur to become the 
capital of ttle newly formed 'Federated Malay States' in 1896.1 The long period of 
time has left behind historical legacies which can still be witnessed from the historical 

1 The quick development of this ne\v capital has attracted people from various cultures and it 
quickly became a melting pot of Asian cultures. Special areas were erected in the city, and in 
every area a dit1crcnt culture group lived. http:/!v,ww.wondcd"ulmalavsia.conJ!kuala-lumpm
hislmyhtm f20 July 2014]. Further history or Kuala Lumpur also t:an be Jound at 
http://www.visitkl.gov.m;. 
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